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1 Summary
The s6 calorimeter is a simple isothermal heat conduction calorimeter for

measurements on six sampres of up to a few 100 ml in size. Each sample cup

is placed on three thermocouple plates that are in contact with a la'rge heat

sink. The calorimeter is not actively thermostated, but only protected from

the amtrient environment by a 50 mm polystyrene insulation.

2 Nomenclature
JIK
vlK
w/K
w
w
K
w/v
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S

C heat caPacitY

E Seebeck coefÊcient

k thermal conductivitY
P thermal power
q heat flow rate
T temperature
e calibration coefficient

À heat flow loss factor
T time constant

indices:
0 ambient
t heat sink
2 measurement cuP

3 reference cup
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Figure 1: A schematic drawing of the s6 calorimeter which shows the seven

cups and the heat sink. Thre" tt .t flow sensors (not seen in the figure) a're

placed behveen each cup and the heat sink'

3 Design

Figure 1 shows the design of the calorimeter. six measurement cups are

pU""a on the heat sink around one reference

lrrp" trrd the heat sink three serially c'onnected

CPL.+7L-045L) are placed as heat flow sensors'

only mounted with Melcor's thermal interface

.roli.g. mea.sured in the reference cup ltages

from the measurement cups (difierent

The heat sink is a¡r aluminum can shav-

ingstopreventtemperaturelayeringofthewater).Ithasadiameterof400
mmand a.n height oi fZO mm. The t r a¡rd the bottom of the can a e made of
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Figure 2: The simple thermal system used to derive the Tian equation'

12 mm aluminum and the mantle is made from 3 mm aluminum. under each

cup on the bottom side of the top part are placed fi¡ned cooling elements of

aluminum to get a good thermal contact between the top of the calorimeter

a¡rd the heat capacitv "f 
the water. Five millimeter from the edge of the top

and bottom pa,rts g.årr." are mad.e into which a large orings and the ma'ntle

fits. The whole can is held together by six long screrÃ/s going from the top

to the bottom part (through the water). There is also a hole for filling and

emptying the water.'A la,rç screw closes this hole. Each sample cup is made

from the bottom part of a small aluminum saucepan v/ith 1.2 mm material

in the mantle and 4 mm in the bottom'

4 Theory
The simplest view of a calorimeter of the s6 type as a thermal system is as

shown in Fig. 2. \Mith this model the produced thermal power P (W) may be

calculated from the mea.sured. voltage t/ (V). The sample a.nd the sample cup

ha.s a heat capacity c2 that is connected to the constant temperature heat

sink through the eã'ective thermal conductivity kp of the three thermocouple

plates anJ other heat flow paths. To simplify the calc'ulations we set the

temperature of the heat sink to 0'

if krt, and. E7çp are the properties ol a single TCR the following values

are the effective -r.irr., for the three TCp:s for each cup in the s6 calorimeter:

ktz :3^lrrcP (1)

E :3Ùrcp (2)

Here, À is a factor that corrects for that not all heat that leaves the cup

p*""" through the TCP:s. Even for a very good microcalorimeter À is usually
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thought to be 1.1-1.2. For simplicity the inclices for the following parameters

are left out in the following: Ð : Eni LI : flni P : Pz'

The following equations will apply (cf' Fig' 2):

Qtz: lcnTz (3)

c'#:P-qn @)

LI : ETz (5)

Il T2 isreplaced by u lE md qrz from Eq. 1 put into Eq- 2 the result will be

the Tian equation:
du.P: e(U +r *)

Here, the calibration coefficient e (\M/V) is:

^_len-E
The time consta¡rt r (s) is:

(6)

(7)

T
Cz

len
(8)

The temperature of the heat sink may be influenced by the heat flows

from the sample cups and from the a¡nbient room through the insulation'

This situation is grrr".r in Fig. 3. The following equations apply when the

same thermal power P is procluced in each cup and only slow temperature

changes are taken into accorurt (the temperatrue increase in the cups is not

taken into account as Cz and Cs are much smaller than C1):

Cr+ : kot(Tt- ?t) + 6P (9)
-d.t

Usually only one (if *V) of the right hand side terms have to be taken into

account:

o If the ambient temperatur" (To) is close to the temperature of the

calorimeter (T) anà the heat production in the calorimeter is small,

then Tr will not change significantly'
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A more complete thermal description of an unthermostatedFigure 3:

calorimeter

o If the ambient temperatur. (?lo) is close to the temperature of the

calorimeter (71) but the heat production in the calorimeter is high'

then fi will change according to:

c,# :6P (10)

o If the heat production in the calorimeter is small, but t};re ambient tem-

perature (fo¡ aif"rr signifrcantly from the temperature of the calorime

ter (71), then fi will cha'nge according to:

cr+ : kot(Tt - To) (11)

If the temperature of the heat sink ehang,es with time and the measule-

ment cups do not have the same heat capacity a.s the reference cup one may

have to add a correction for this to the Tian equation:

P: e(u +ffo,- cs)*'#) (u)
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This equation is difficult to use in practice as cz and G are not well known.

However, by assuming a certain clifference, e'8' Cz - Cz : 0'3C2, one may

get an idea of how large the error is if one does not take this correction into

account.

5 Performance
The Melcor CPI.LTI-04SL thermocouple plates have the foltowing properties

(approximate):
k:0.37W1K
E:0.025Y{K

The calorimeter has the following properties (approximate):

heat capacity of heat sink: Cr:60000 J/K
thermal conductivity of 50 mm ins ,tion: k1:Q.3 \M/K (catculated)

heat capacity of empty sample cttp: C2: I40 J lK (catculated)

heat capacity of 
"*r.rpi" 

cupwith 200 S cement pa.ste: Cz:400 J/K (calculated)

calibration coefficient e : 16 \M/V
sensitivity S : 0.062 V/W
heat flow loss factor À : 1.1

time constant (emPty cup) r: 120 s

time constant (emPty cup) r:330 s
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